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TEXTILE FIBRE RANGE
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GABRIELLA EHRMANN
ABN: 36 669 352 543
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Email: e_gabriella@hotmail.com

SCARVES & WRAPS
A complete new look!
Unique textile fibres like silk, wool, linen, cotton, organza & synthetic fibres enhanced with sequins
beads, flowers, pompons etc. have been combined to create a complete new look for scarves,
jewellery, belts and pictures.
A wide range of colours is available.
Small Scarf
A long narrow textile fibre band with fringes on each end.
Great to combine with a plain chiffon scarf.

Approx. 14 x 138 cm

$ 135

Approx. 16 x 160 cm

$ 150

Approx. 28 x 160 cm

$ 150

Approx.
108 x 108 x 173 cm

$ 240

Approx. 42 x 160 cm

$ 225

Approx. 14 x 138 cm

$ 190

Approx. 16 x 160 cm

$ 240

Small approx. 14 x 138
cm

$ 105

Large Scarf
A long silk scarf with textile fibres through the centre of the
scarf.

Triangular Scarf
Thicker silk scarf with a border of textile fibres along the
shorter sides. Silk rosettes and wool swirls.

Stole
A combination of a silk habotoi scarf with textile fibres along
the top, with chiffon under scarf.

Boa
A textile fibre scarf with fringes of all different media along
both sides. An indulgence!

Light Feathery Scarf
Feather like applications mixed of textile fibres have been
applied on a silk scarf. There is a feather each end,
detachable for washing. The scarf is decorated with original
Swarovski crystals.

$ 115
Large approx. 16 x 160
cm

Long Simplicity Butterfly Scarf
A hand painted scarf with one textile fibre butterfly
enhanced with Swarovski crystals on one end.

Approx. 28x 160 cm

$ 50

CHIFFON SCARVES
Very light and summery scarves!
Available in colours of your choice.

Chiffon Scarf Plain Large

Approx. 42 x 180 cm

$ 32

Chiffon Scarf-Wool Combo

Approx. 42 x 180 cm

$ 72

A: small

Approx. 28 x 160 cm

$ 32

B: large

Approx. 42 x 180 cm

$ 40

A subtle wool thread swirling across the scarf.

Ribbed Chiffon Scarf

JEWELLERY & ACCESSORIES
Collar Necklace
A textile collar enhanced with beads, sequins etc.

$ 175

Cuff Bracelet
Matching the collar necklace

$ 55

Strand Necklace
Various textile fibre pieces put together into a strand

$ 150

Strand Bracelet
$ 50
Matching the Strand Necklace
Belt
$ 150

A laced, tied textile belt.
A: small
B: large

Approx.
11 x 76 cm & cord
11 x 89 cm & cord

Butterfly
A textile fibre butterfly enhanced with SwarovskI crystals.
Great for decoration or to pep up an outfit.

$ 18
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TEXTILE FIBRE PICTURES
The pictures are created of different textile fibres like silks, wool, linen, cotton, organza and
synthetic fibres etc., and finished off with a matching piece of nature.
A wide range of colours is available.

Canvas Mounted Pictures
They are mounted on a piece of white flat canvas.
It is a contemporary look.
Mini

13 x 18 cm

$ 24

Small

20 x 25 cm

$ 32

Rectangle: Two textile fibre pieces matted with an inner gold
and an outer coloured mat of your choice.

13 x 18 cm

$ 32

Square:

14 x 14 cm

$ 24

Matted Pictures

One textile piece matted with an inner gold and an
outer coloured mat of your choice.

Requests for special designs and work on commission are welcome.
Each item is crafted individually (except prints and printed cards) and small variations may occur.
My hand made work is not a stock item and will be specially made for you.

Prices DO NOT include GST, which will be added if applicable.

